§ 657.22 What priorities may the Secretary establish?
(a) The Secretary may establish one or more of the following priorities for the allocation of fellowships:
(1) Specific world areas, or countries, such as East Asia or Mexico.
(2) Languages, such as Chinese.
(3) Levels of language offerings.
(4) Academic disciplines, such as linguistics or sociology.
(5) Professional studies, such as business, law, or education;
(6) Particular subjects, such as population growth and planning, or international trade and business.
(7) A combination of any of these categories.
(b) The Secretary announces any priorities in the application notice published in the Federal Register.
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1122)

§ 657.30 What is the duration of and what are the limitations on fellowships awarded to individuals by institutions?
(a) Duration. An institution may award a fellowship to a student for—
(1) One academic year; or
(2) One summer session if the summer session provides the fellow with the equivalent of one academic year of modern foreign language study.
(b) Vacancies. If a fellow vacates a fellowship before the end of an award period, the institution to which the fellowship is allocated may reaward the balance of the fellowship to another student if—
(1) The student meets the eligibility requirements in §657.3; and
(2) The remaining fellowship period comprises at least one full academic quarter, semester, trimester, or summer session as described in paragraph (a)(2) of this section.
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1122)

§ 657.31 What is the amount of a fellowship?
(a)(1) An institution shall award a stipend to fellowship recipients.
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